From the desk of:
Dr. Anthony Balduzzi, Founder The Mother Project
Author, The Motivation & Discipline Bible
This guide is not for the faint of heart. This guide is not some small, “informational eBook”
that you’ll read once and forget about.
I designed this guide to challenge you to your core and help you discover a deeper level
of inner strength that will empower you to get and stay healthy for decades to come.
On the coming pages, you will learn about the science and psychology of motivation and
discipline. We will absolutely cover the essential information you need to know about
how your brain works as it relates to motivation & discipline.
Far more importantly than anything I’ll teach you, however, is the fact that this guide will
provide you with the opportunity to do some deep reflection on your desires, fears, and
challenges as it relates to your health and body.
These reflection exercises contained in this guide are not easy. These exercises will
require you to open yourself up to the deep truths about your past, current, and future
behaviors. The more honest and vulnerable you’re able to be with yourself throughout
this process, the more you will get out of this guide.
Here’s the hard truth: Most women will never do this kind of inner work to discover and
strengthen their motivation and discipline. Because you’re reading this guide, I know
you’re a special type of woman who will benefit tremendously from everything contained
herein. You’re the type of man who invests in himself.
And I can promise you this: if you’re willing to read through this guide and complete the
exercises I’ve created for you, you will come out on the other side of this process as a
stronger, more disciplined, and motivated woman. Period.
Most women will leave their motivation, discipline, and success to chance. Not you. The
strategies and exercises in this guide put the power back into your hands.
It’s time to get serious, my friend.
-Dr. Anthony Balduzzi
Founder, The Fit Mother Project
Creator, Fit Mother 30X Phases #1-3
Author, The Motivation & Discipline Bible

The Psychology & Science of Motivation
Our human brains are incredibly complicated
instruments - slowly refined over centuries of
human existence with the main purpose of
helping us survive.
Most of us don’t simply want to survive, however.
We want to thrive. We want to experience all the
success, health, wealth, and happiness that this
life has to offer. We want to maintain healthy
bodies, have incredible relationships, and
contribute to the world.
To experience that level of abundance in life, we must begin to harness and direct the
creative power of our brains in service of our goals.
There are two “brain tools” that we must master to be successful:
1) Motivation – the inner power we can “tap into” to drive us toward our goals.
2) Discipline – our ability to stay the course & resist short-term temptation along the way.
Here’s the hard truth: Your level of understanding of your brain’s motivation & discipline
systems will largely determine your level of success in all important areas of your life. The
more consistently motivated and disciplined you feel, the more successful your life will be.
My intention in writing this Motivation & Discipline Bible is to provide you with a practical
& experiential guide to explore the topics of motivation & discipline in a way that will not
only help you improve your results with Fit Mother 30X but also empower you to improve
every area of life that’s important to you.
The strategies and exercises in this guide work. They are based on the latest hardline
scientific research in the fields of behavioral neuroscience and positive psychology.
Some of the tools and exercises I suggest for you are flashy (like the visualization
exercises you’ll use later in this chapter). Other tools are simple (like daily journaling
habits). Please don’t discount the simple tools. When it comes to motivation and
discipline, it’s often the simply, daily rituals that produce the most consistent results in
our lives.

Now, because you’re reading this guide, I’m going to assume a few
things about you:
1) You’re a person seeking to live a healthier life because you purchased Fit Mother 30X.
I applaud you for those first steps.
2) The mere fact that you purchased FM30X tells me that you do (already) have
motivation. You have the motivation to live a healthier life and invest in the
support that will help you make the lifestyle changes to produce the results you
desire.
The strategies in this guide will help you
further cultivate, ignite, and sustain that
motivation fire for years to come. Before
we get into the rest of this guide, I’d like
to set the stage on some fundamental
core principles of both motivation &
discipline that we will explore in detail.

The 4 Foundational Principles
of “Motivation:”
1) Motivation is (both) a temporary, heightened state of excitement and enthusiasm
that we feel toward our goals
…(and) a stable, long-term state of more sustained energy and enthusiasm that we
can create through daily rituals.
2) Motivation is our brain’s primary survival mechanism to drive us AWAY from things
that threaten our wellbeing and TOWARD things that will enhance our lives.
3) Our motivation levels must be consistently refreshed to stay strong. We cannot
expect motivation levels to last without some specific action on our part.
4) The state of feeling motivated “happens” when our goals for the future align with
our core beliefs about our identity, core values, and possibilities (self-esteem).
We will explore these facts about motivation in great detail in the coming pages, and
you’ll specifically learn how to enhance your motivation levels and avoid motivation
killing negative influences that can harm your ability to take positive action in life.

The 5 Foundational Principles of
“Discipline:”
1) Nobody has a “perfect level” of
discipline. Even elite Navy Seals have
lapses in discipline from time-to-time.
Therefore, the goal of living a
“disciplined life” is to be able to stay
on track most of the time and coursecorrect back to our goals when we
begin to drift.
2) Our “level of discipline” is not a global
overarching trait. We are disciplined in
specific areas of our lives.
For example, we can be very disciplined with saving money but not disciplined at all
with our eating habits. In this guide, we’ll dive into why that is and how we can
develop more discipline in all areas of life.
3) We experience greater levels of discipline in certain areas of our lives, because
we’ve either: 1) actively trained discipline in that specific area or… 2) had certain
life experiences that were so intense that they actually rewired our brains neurocircuitry to be highly disciplined in that specific life area.
4) Anyone can train themselves to be more disciplined through the daily rituals which
we will cover in this guide.
5) The ability to “stay disciplined” is deeply rooted in our ability to stay deeply
motivated. These two aspects are inextricably linked.

To aid in your understanding in these topics, I’ve divided the guide
into two sections:
• Part #1: The Science & Art of Motivation
• Part #2: The Science & Art of Discipline
We’ll be discussing motivation first, because the topics and exercises we cover in Part #1
will be referenced and built upon in Part #2 of this guide.

Final Notes Before You Get Started
THIS IS HOW TO GET THE BEST RESULTS FROM THIS GUIDE
Before we officially begin exploring “Part #1: The Science & Art of Motivation,” I want to
make 2 important recommendations for you:
1) That you read this guide cover to cover.
I structured each section in this guide in a very specific manner to enhance your
experience (and results) with this material. This guide will progressively build upon
itself, so please proceed through it in the way it’s laid out.
2) That you complete every exercise in every section of this book.
Throughout the coming pages, we will often pause during the middle of chapters to
provide you the opportunity to journal on important reflection questions we’re
discussing, complete specific visualization exercises, or take some immediate
action in your own room/environment using the strategies we’re discussing.
Please complete every exercise before proceeding through the chapters.
It can be tempting to simply “read through” this guide without completing the exercises,
because we often dismiss exercises as “not being necessary.” That mindset couldn’t be
further from the truth when it comes to achieving results with motivation & discipline.
The reflection and visualization exercises in this guide are absolutely essential for your
success, because motivation and discipline aren’t “academic” subjects that you can
master from hours of reading. Motivation and discipline are experiential subjects that you
can only begin to master from application, taking action, and receiving feedback from
your own experiences. This guide will benefit you, if you follow it as it’s designed.
Please print this guide and hand-write on the exercises as you complete them.
To enhance your application of the strategies in this guide, I’ve also created the
associated “FM30X Habit Success Tracker” that will be referenced throughout this guide
as a companion resource you can use to apply everything we’ve covered in this guide in a
practical way daily. I hope the strategies in this guide serve you as they’ve served me. I try
to tell you often how deeply honored I am to be supporting you as you make incredible
health changes to become a better woman for both yourself and your family. I mean it.

PART 1:

THE ART & SCIENCE OF MOTIVATION
“The two most important days in your life are the day you are born
…and the day you find out WHY.” —Mark Twain

THE KEY TO “INSTANT” MOTIVATION:

TAPPING INTO OUR BRAINS’ HARDWIRED SURVIVAL MECHANISM
To begin our discussion on “Motivation,” let’s
look at how this concept is traditionally defined.
Motivation (noun) – derived late 19th century
from motive, reinforced by motivate.
(1) the REASON or REASONS one has for
acting or behaving in a particular way.
(2) the general DESIRE or WILLINGNESS
of someone to do something.
Those are fairly simple definitions, right? Yet, the way we use this concept of motivation
in our everyday communication is far from simple…
(insert topic)
Have you ever heard someone complain, “I just don’t have motivation to __________…”?

We hear that all the time, right? Now, that statement above is never entirely true,
because it implies the following ideas based on motivation’s two-pronged definition:
(1) “I don’t have reasons for behaving in a particular way.” (THIS IS FALSE)
(2) “I don’t have the desire or willingness to do something.” (PERHAPS TRUE)
The Truth: We always have reasons for the things we do…or don’t do. When we complain
that we “don’t have motivation,” what we’re really saying is that the reasons to do the
things we dream about are not compelling enough to generate the desire that will
ultimately move us out of our comfort zones and into (potentially uncomfortable) action.
The process of making major personal improvements (like weight loss) can be scary for
our survival-oriented brains. Even though we desire a lean, energized body, our brains’
inborn survival mechanisms do not care if we’re ripped, rich, or spiritually fulfilled.
Our brains only care that we are alive.
That’s precisely why we’ll feel resistance to any long-term change that introduces
unknown dangers or variables (like weight loss) unless the risk of not making those
changes poses an immediate (or substantial enough) threat to our very survival.

For example, it’s not difficult to “find the motivation” to run away from a starving tiger
chasing you. Imagine that scenario for a second. You hear a rustle in the bushes behind
you, and suddenly a snarling tiger leaps out of the brush and begins sprinting toward you.
In that moment, motivation finds you. It’s
immediate. Your brain has zero resistance to
your impulse to run for your life. This kind of
motivation generates itself automatically.
Yet, your brain seems to “resist” your impulse to
lose weight, which feels very “different” to our
brains than running for our lives. Why is it
harder to find motivation in this second case?
Well, leaving our presently-safe comfort zones
to brave into “the unknown” for the purposes of
self-improvement (i.e. weight loss follows this
pattern) is a completely different experience to
our brains than running away from a tiger.

It’s easy to “find motivation” in
situations that directly threaten our
survival – like running away from a
saber-tooth tiger. Our brains have
been hardwired over thousands of
years to react quickly to these types
of threats.

This second type of change lacks the immediate urgency (the tiger eating us), while also
introducing unknown threats to our survival (new challenges & environments we may
encounter) which disrupt our currently-perceived safe “status quo.”
Our survival-oriented brains are finely-tuned short-sighted mechanisms honed to react to
and ward off the immediate dangers that our ancient ancestors faced over thousands of
years of human development.
Unfortunately, our survival-oriented brains are not well calibrated to “fear” our more
subtle, modern survival-threats – like our slow accumulation of toxic fat that inflames our
hearts and eventually contributes to the death of 17.7 million people worldwide each year.
So, when we attempt to find the motivation to lose weight, our brains’ survival
mechanism does the best it can to help us survive in the short-term (“keeping us put” by
resisting our “scary” weight loss desires that requires new habits and changes).
Our brains will come up with all sorts of excuses to prevent us from starting the new
“potentially threatening” diet or workout routine. You’ve probably experienced some
of these “safety rationalizations” yourself:
“You know… I just don’t ‘have the time’ to exercise.”

“Dieting is too hard. I guess I’m just a lazy kind of person.”
“Diets don’t work for me.”
“Healthy food is bland and tasteless. You only live once, so I’m living with Doritos.”
All of those thoughts are manufactured excuses originating from your survival-oriented
brain to keep you exactly where you are, because your survival-oriented brain is
completely fine with you staying stuck, fat, and in a state of mild (safe) frustration – as
long as you’re still breathing.
This backstory is incredibly important to understating the different internal and external
circumstances that affect our sense of motivation when it comes to our health, fitness,
and weight loss.
Because for most of us, there isn’t an immediate survival based reason to act on our desire
to lose weight and live healthier.
Yes, we’re overweight. Yes, we don’t like how we look and feel. Yes, we know that our
health is at risk in the future. Yet, we can stay “right here,” making no health changes, and
survive another day. Our brains are fine with that scenario.
Key Point: without an immediate threat to our lives, our survival-oriented brains want to
keep us safe and comfortable, and the changes we must make to lose weight challenge
our brains’ perception of safety and comfort.
It’s a sad truth that feeling motivated to lose weight following a near-fatal heart attack is a
hell of a lot easier than “feeling motivated” to lose weight before you’ve had your first one.
After a heart attack, our brain is finally able to equate our current state of poor health and
lifestyle habits with a direct threat to our continued survival. Our deep motivation to lose
weight and survive, become aligned.
Yet, we don’t want to wait for our “heart attacks” and “tigers” to propel us toward the
goals that we know will benefit us in the future.
We want to find the fire & drive to move forward inside of ourselves. We want to
generate our own action and forward momentum without immediate survival threats.

Here’s the good news: it’s entirely possible to find your “inner fire” and motivation today irrespective of the immediate, pressing threats to your survival.
I am incredibly grateful that our brains do have this inborn survival-mechanism that’s
kept our ancestors safe from so many tigers in the past.
And today, with the advent of modern science, we can now understand how our brains
are oriented to work, and how we can strategically work with our precious survivalbrains’ inborn mechanisms to generate motivation to achieve our longer-term goals.
Not surprisingly, the “secret power” to generating motivation also lies deep inside the
folds of our brain circuitry: right next to our brains’ survival mechanism center.
The power lies in our capacity for vivid visualization.

SECTION SUMMARY:
• Our brains are calibrated to help us survive after thousands of years of fine-tuning
in environments that posed constant threats to our lives.
• Situations that pose immediate threats to our lives also generate “immediate
motivation” – through our inborn impulse to survive.
• Our brains’ survival mechanism is short-sighted; it responds very well to immediate
threats but not as well to long-term, subtle threats (like us getting slowly fatter and
sicker over the course of decades).
• Because weight gain falls into the category of a longer-term survival threat, we
must use some specific strategies to tap into our brain’s hardwired motivationsurvival mechanisms.
• As you’ll see in the coming chapters, the key to tapping into our brains’ survival
mechanism relies in our ability to use our imagination to visualize situations that
change our neuro-associations and brain chemistry.

The Untapped Power of Imagination

HOW WE CAN USE VIVID IMAGINATION TO “TRICK” OUR SURVIVAL
ORIENTED BRAINS INTO BECOMING MOTIVATED TOWARD OUR GOALS
In the last section, we explored the key
concept of how our brains’ perceived state of
“survival urgency” is a powerful pre-requisite
for generating immediate motivation.
In this chapter, we’re going to discuss how
we can access immediate levels of motivation
proactively – instead of reactively – by using
the power of active imagination.
One our brains’ most extraordinary features
is our ability to create mental images, scenes,
and scenarios that do not actually exist in the
present “material world.”
We refer to this incredible ability as… imagination.
As kids, most of us used our imagination power daily – whether we were playing outside,
dreaming about what we’ll become when we “grow up,” or simply enjoying a daydream.
As adults, many of us largely dismiss our power of imagination as mere “play,” which is an
incredibly costly mistake. Imagination has been the creative force behind building multibillion dollar companies, inventing every new form of transportation, and shaping our
world.
For the purposes of our present discussion, it’s essential to understand that imagination
is also a deadly effective tool for creating motivation by enabling us to imagine scenarios
that tap into our brains’ hardwired survival & motivation mechanisms.
Specifically, we can use our imagination to visualize both what we desire to create and
experience in our lives (We will call this our “ideal future visualization”).
We can also use our imagination to visualize some survival-threatening circumstances we
want to avoid at all costs (We will call this our “dark-night visualization”).

Key Point: both positive and negative visualizations are incredibly powerful tools for
tapping into our brains’ hardwired survival and motivation mechanisms that we will use to
our advantage in the rest of this guide.
When we vividly visualize FUTURE scenarios that will likely occur because of our PRESENT
behaviors, we can simulate a “direct experience” that our brains’ survival mechanisms will
then respond to… as if it were a real situation.
I hope you caught the subtlety there.
As intelligent as our brains are, our inborn survival and motivation circuitry cannot
differentiate between vividly imagined experiences and actual material experiences.
We can visualize a tiger with incredible detail – the black stripes, saliva dripping down its
fangs, it’s bone-chilling snarls – and our bodies can react with the same physiologic fear
and motivation as if an actual tiger were really chasing us.
This is an incredibly powerful concept to understand, because by using vivid imagination,
we can transform our relationship to belly fat from a mere “unpleasantry” into a lifethreatening, toxic body-suit that’s sucking precious years off our life.
We can also vividly see and feel what our IDEAL FUTURE will look and feel like when we’ve
released the weight and we’re standing in front of our bathroom mirror looking leaner,
younger, stronger, and more athletic than we have in years.
Key Point: Imagination & visualization provide gateways to tap into our brains’ hardwired
survival motivations, which will, in turn, help direct our behavior (and create the
motivation) to move us in the directions we choose.
Both “positive” (ideal future) and “negative” (dark night) visualizations are essential tools
we’ll use to gain leverage over our motivation and work with our survival-oriented brains.
The power of these types of visualizations can’t be read about; they must be experienced
first-hand. That’s why, in this section, we are going to begin by asking some important
reflection questions that you’ll answer. At the end of this chapter, I’m also going to walk
you through your first series of “ideal future” and “dark night” visualizations to begin
making fast, positive, and effective changes to your psychology & motivation.

The Anatomy of True vs. Momentary Motivation
Think of that “energy buzz” you feel after
drinking a strong cup of coffee. For an hour,
you feel like you can conquer the world, excel at
your job, start that new hobby, and knock out
your “to do list” in a fraction of the time.
We feel “motivated” while caffeine surges
through our bloodstream.
But we all know that temporary buzz quickly
fades and our motivation also dissolves as the
caffeine is metabolized within our bodies.
The feeling we get after consuming stimulants, like coffee, is a perfect example of what I
call “Momentary Motivation” that’s induced by substances temporarily altering our
brain’s neurochemistry.
Momentary Motivation can be useful, but it’s not the “True Motivation” we want to create.
Most of us have seen an inspiring weight loss story with some incredible “before & after”
pictures, and we feel fired up to make those same changes for ourselves. Yet, two days
later, we find ourselves back on the couch eating cookies and watching TV again.
Sources of “Momentary Motivation” are everywhere in our modern world – little “drug
hits” of feel good chemicals that send our brains on a temporary high – yet, this type of
fleeting energy and drive is an imposter of the real thing.
“True Motivation” is what we’re looking to create with the strategies in this guide; it’s an
entirely different animal than “Momentary Motivation.” Its anatomy is different.
True Motivation has a much steadier feeling to it. There’s much less of a “buzz,” and much
more of a calm confidence and resolution.
True Motivation can’t be achieved from a drink or a drug. To be created, True Motivation
requires the deep “inner work” and reflection that we’ll do in the rest of this chapter. Let’s
start by describing what the state of “having true motivation” feels like. To do so, I’d like to
share a personal example of what true motivation feels like for me to help you discover
that kind of motivation.

What True Motivation Feels Like…
I remember the feelings I had during the weeks before I knew I needed to start
The Fit Mother Project to help more men like my dad get healthy…
• My body felt subtly energized, but I wasn’t experiencing a “caffeine high.”
• I had clarity on what I wanted to create – although I didn’t know all the details.
• I was also very well aware of what it was going to cost me (in terms of my time,
finances, energy, and effort). I was also very well aware of the risks of failure.
• Yet, I knew this idea excited me to my core, and that I could handle the challenges.
To deconstruct the core anatomy of true motivation, there are a few core elements to
that are necessary:
• We must have a vision of our ideal future.
• We must have clarity on what our endeavor is going to require from us (costs).
• We must have a subtle confidence that we can handle the challenges ahead
(the belief in our capacity and ability to succeed).
I refer to this necessary triad of characteristics for true motivation as “VCC:”
1) Vision
2) Clarity
3) Confidence
When we have these 3 areas locked in, we’re able to experience the true motivation that
will produce consistent, long-term results for us – that won’t fade.
In the exercises that we’re about to dive into on the next page, I will ask you some
reflective questions to help you:
• solidify your vision of your ideal future (what you want)
• achieve clarity on your goal (what will be required and what it will cost)
• enhance your self-confidence (your “knowing” that you can succeed).
Let’s get started with our first exercise.

STEP #1: CREATING A POWERFUL VISION:
WE WILL DISCOVER WHAT YOUR IDEAL FUTURE LOOKS LIKE
The first step to developing “True Motivation”
is to use imagination to create a clear and
immensely compelling vision of the ideal
future outcome you want to experience.
See, in addition to our brains’ very strong
survival instincts (moving away from danger
and pain), our brains are also hardwired to
seek pleasurable experiences.
That’s precisely why creating a powerful, positive visualization of our ideal future is
incredibly motivating to our brains. As we covered previously, the motivation circuits in
our brain react in a similar way to vividly imagined positive experiences as they do to
actual positive exercises.
These powerful, positive visualizations provide our brains with a clear target for us to
“aim at” with our future actions, while also “showing” our brains that our desired
outcomes are actually possible.
I call this the process of crafting your “Ideal Future Visualization.”
To start crafting this ideal vision, I’m going to invite you to complete a series of journaling
exercises on the coming pages in which you will write down what your ideal health (and
life) looks and feels like – in as much detail as possible – 1 year from now.
Once we have a solidified, written “picture” of your ideal future 1 year from now, we will
complete an active visualization exercise that I’ve created for you using some guided
meditation to solidify your written details into a compelling, imagined vision that will
impact your brain’s neuro-associations for more success and motivation.
Start by completing the Step #1 journaling exercises on the next page.
If you haven’t printed this guide yet, do so now to write in the space provided below.

Imagine it’s 1 year from now…
You’ve consistently implemented the new healthy habits you’re learning from FM30X and
The Fit Mother Project. You’ve already experienced an incredible transformation in your
body shape, energy levels, and overall outlook on life.
In as much detail as possible, describe how you look & feel below, in the first person.
This exercise is most effective when you’re very specific about the transformational
changes you’re experiencing.
Remember: In this exercise, you’ve already “arrived.” Everything is possible. Don’t worry
about “how” you achieved this. Just describe/celebrate what life looks & feels like.
Here is some recommended music I prepared for you to set the proper tone as you journal:
CLICK HERE TO LISTEN TO THE SPECIAL JOURNALING MUSIC I PREPARED FOR YOU.
It’s 1 year from today, I am looking….

I feel…

My energy levels are…

My new level of energy and health enables me to…

Because of my new fantastic level of health, my family is…

Because of my new fantastic level of health, my wealth and finances have…

Because of my new fantastic level of health, my confidence and self-esteem has…

Because of my new fantastic level of health, the way I feel about myself has…

Why are these changes so important to me? Why do I need this for myself and family?

How will I celebrate and reward myself, once I have accomplished my health goals?

Please take the time to complete the journal exercises on the previous page to lay down
a framework for the ideal future we are training your brain to create. The details you
wrote above will be necessary as we continue on with this motivation-building exercise.
If you skipped this journal exercise, I urge you to go back and complete them now.
Remember: building motivation is experiential. It requires the application of the
journaling and visualization exercises we’ll be completing. We cannot create a more
motivated mindset by simply “reading” through a manual.
I’ve completed this exercise!

YES!

NO.

Do you have the details of your ideal future? Great! Now that we’ve written the outline of
your ideal future on paper, we are going to complete your very first “Ideal Future
Visualization” to convert these written details into vivid mental imagery that will start to
align your brain toward more success and motivation.

Completing your First Ideal Future Visualization…
Synopsis: The Ideal Future Visualization is a process of using imagination to create vivid
mental pictures of the ideal future we want to create. Because our brains respond to
detailed visualizations in a (very) similar manner to actual experiences, this Ideal Future
Visualization will begin to train our brain to experience more success and motivation as
we move into the future.
• If you’re reading this guide as a hard copy print right now, open your computer so
you can access this guided visualization from Alex at Windful Waves Studio:
CLICK HERE TO OPEN THE IDEAL LIFE & FUTURE VISUALIZATION EXERCISE.
• This powerful visualization exercise will help you make POWERFUL internal shifts.
• Find a relaxing space to sit (or lie down).
• Take a few deep breaths, put on some headphones, and follow the guided
meditation/visualization prompts to picture your ideal future.
Play this audio to complete this visualization now:
CLICK HERE TO OPEN THE IDEAL LIFE & FUTURE VISUALIZATION EXERCISE.

Remember: building motivation is experiential. It requires the application of the
journaling and visualization exercises we’ll be completing. We cannot create a more
motivated mindset by simply “reading” through a manual.
I’ve completed this exercise!

YES!

NO.

Awesome! At this point you’ve completed your very first “Ideal Future Visualization.”
Your brain has now experienced the ideal future you want to create, and also
understands why these positive changes are important to you.
Now, we are going to do a complimentary journaling and visualization exercise that will
directly tap into your brains’ survival-motivation instincts by using imagination to vividly
describe situations we are looking to avoid.
I call this completing your “Dark Night Reflection.”

FACING THE “DARK NIGHT”:

TO ACHIEVE TRUE MOTIVATION, WE MUST ALSO FACE THE VISION
OF WHAT OUR LIFE WILL LOOK LIKE IF WE DON’T MAKE CHANGES
We’re about to get very real and raw with
this next exercise. First, we are going to take
inventory of our current unhealthy
behaviors that you know, deep down, are
not supporting your goals of living healthier
and moving toward your ideal future.
Next, we are going to examine EXACTLY
what those behaviors are costing you
TODAY – in every important area of your life
(health, wealth, family, relationships,
finances, spirituality).
Lastly, we are going to examine what those
behaviors will cost you 10 YEARS FROM
NOW – if you don’t make swift and decisive
changes to those behaviors today.

To achieve true motivation, we must also
gain CLARITY on our “dark night:” the
scary future that will likely happen if we
don’t make the powerful, positive changes
that we say we want to create.

We want to get VERY REAL, SPECIFIC, AND RAW with this exercise…
Some of the reflection questions we are going to answer will bring up some potentially
painful and vulnerable truths about your current behaviors. That’s the GOAL of this
exercise. We want to begin shifting your neuro-associations around your current
unhealthy behaviors to link them to future pain. The goal of this exercise is not to feel
“pain and fear” for the sake of pain. This exercise will help dramatically activate your
brain’s hardwired survival mechanism to motivate you to make changes.
As you’re going through these exercises in relation to your health goals, I want to
challenge you to think outside of the “box” of simple DIRECT costs of continuing to live an
unhealthy life. Yes, not eating healthier will DIRECTLY cause you to gain more belly fat.
…and that belly fat will continue to impact your confidence.
…and it will impact your energy levels.
…and you may lose 1-2 hrs per day in productive due to the weight.
…which may be costing you thousands of dollars each year.

I want you to think of ALL the potential things that will happen if you don’t take these
actions – in all the important areas of your life.

Here’s an example that will show you how to go DEEP with this exercise:
Example- unhealthy behavior I want to change:
I know I need to stop eating junk food at night after work and instead begin preparing
healthy food for the week. If I continue living the way I am, here’s what will happen…
Physically: I will continue to get fatter and more tired. I may even have a heart attack like
my dad. I’ll continue to experience brain fog and low energy.
Emotionally: I’ll continue to feel unconfident… like a fat slob who is a shadow of my
former self. I will continue to be embarrassed to take off my shirt on family vacations.
Financially: I will be losing 1-2 hours of productive work each day because I’m tired and
mentally foggy. Because I make $50/hour, that will cost me roughly $700/week,
$2800/month, $33,000/year. Because I’m too tired at night, I’m not able to work on my
side-business that will give my family more financial freedom.
At work: my coworkers won’t see me as a leader, because I don’t take care of my body.
I may miss out on an opportunity for greater impact.
In my relationships: I will continue to worry that my spouse is not finding me as
attractive. I will continue to feel like I’m losing my energy and not showing up as a the
best version of me for my family. I’ll continue to set an unhealthy example for my kids.
In my parenting: I will continue to feel stressed and exhausted. I won’t have as much
energy to engage with my kids and spend the time I want to spend with them. I won’t be
making the memories I want to make, with my children.
In my spirituality: I will continue to feel guilty that I’m dishonoring God by not treating
the body he gave me with respect.
In my legacy: Because my body is not as fit and energetic as it can be, I won’t have the
energy to impact as many people as I want to. I may not be around to see my great grand
kids grow up, because I got sick from the weight.

================

EXAMPLE OVER

================

Have an understanding of how this exercise works now? Again, I want to challenge you to
get VERY REAL and VERY SPECIFIC about the costs of your current behaviors. We are
helping your brain recreate CLARITY around the pain of inaction, which will be a very
important motivator for your future success. This is NOT easy work. This is important
work. Most women never go through a process like this. You are at a huge advantage by
taking the time to do this. It’s your turn now. Let’s get real about the costs of your
behavior.

Let’s get real about the costs of your current behaviors. Here
is what my current unhealthy habits are costing me in life:
Recommended music I prepared for you to set the proper tone as you journal:
CLICK HERE TO LISTEN TO THIS SPECIAL JOURNALING MUSIC AS YOU WRITE.
Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me… Physically …

Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me… Emotionally …

Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me… Financially …

Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me … In my relationships…

Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me… In my parenting …

Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me… In my spirituality…

Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me… In my relationship with myself…

Here’s what my current unhealthy habits are costing me… In my legacy…

Please take the time to complete the journal exercise above to lay down a framework
for the “dark night” scenario that we are training your brain to avoid. The details you
wrote about above will be necessary as we continue on with this exercise.
If you skipped this journal exercise, I urge you to go back and complete them now.
Remember: building motivation is experiential. It requires the application of the
journaling and visualization exercises we’ll be completing. We cannot create a more
motivated mindset by simply “reading” through a manual.
I’ve completed this exercise!
YES!

NO

CHAPTER SUMMARY:
• There is a difference between temporary “Momentary Motivation” and “True
Motivation.”
• True Motivation only becomes possible when we have: vision, clarity, and
confidence in our ability to succeed.
• Vivid imagination is our #1 tool to proactively create these three key characteristics
of true motivation, because our brain and nervous system react very similarly to
vividly imagined experiences as they do to actual physical experiences.
• We can create “ideal future” visualizations to gain more clarity and confidence on
what we want our brains to become motivated to move toward.
• We can create “dark night” visualizations to gain clarity on what we want to avoid
while training our brains’ inborn survival mechanism to relate our current
unhealthy behaviors to the terrible future we’ll experience if we don’t change.
• When starting any life-changing process (weight loss or otherwise), it’s essential to
use visualization and journaling to prime our minds for success. We can then use
visualization exercises during our journeys anytime we need a boost in motivation.

STEP #2: GAINING CLARITY

NOW THAT WE HAVE A VISION FOR OUR IDEAL FUTURE, WE MUST
GAIN CLARITY ON WHAT WILL BE REQUIRED OF US TO SUCCEED
Now, that we’ve done some deep,
emotional work around our vision for
our ideal future, it’s time to use the
more logical areas of our brain to gain
CLARITY on what resources will be
required of us to accomplish the vision
we outlined in our Ideal Future
Visualization.
Every kind of positive change we want
to create in our lives (improvements in
our health, relationships, finances, etc.)
has associated costs that we must be
able to pay.
The costs of positive change come in
many forms: time investment, financial
investment, energy investment,
changing our environment, changing
our habits and routines.

There are 3 steps to True Motivation:
Vision, Clarity, Confidence
Now that we’ve developed our vision for
our ideal future, we must go through a
process of gaining clarity on what will be
required of us to succeed.

For our brains to actually become truly motivated to move forward with the changes we
outlined in our “VISION” step, we need to have CLARITY on the exact changes that will be
required of us.
Key Point: We need to become CLEAR of not only the specific costs but also clear on the
fact that the tremendous BENEFITS we’ll experience by taking action toward our ideal
future vastly outweigh the COSTS of making the change. If the benefits of our vision do
not outweigh the costs, we’ll never feel motivated.
In this next step, we are going to go through a CLARITY-COST JOURNAL exercise that will
help you gain CLARITY on exactly what it’s going to COST you to create the healthy
changes you say you want to create. Flip to the next page to get started.

WHAT are the COSTS of accomplishing your IDEAL VISION?
To make CHANGES to any area of your life, we’re going to need to ESTABLISH NEW
HEALTHY BEHAVIORS and we’re going to need to BREAK OLD UNHEALTHY ones.
With that in mind, perhaps the SINGLE BIGGEST core reason that people don’t create
PERMANENT lasting health changes is that the COST of either building or maintaining
these new healthy habits SIMPLY OUTWEIGHS (creates more pain than) the BENEFIT
(pleasure achieved) from the goal. So, we need to get clear right now on those costs to
ensure that your brain has the leverage to create true motivation.
What are the costs with your goal of living healthier? Will you have to give up pizza and
beer? What are the costs of exercise? Will you have to invest in certain things financially?
Write 5-10 COSTS you will face as you adopt a new, healthier lifestyle (think costs
across the board: energy, time, money, effort, changes to routines, etc.):

Do the BENEFITS of your IDEAL FUTURE vastly outweigh the
COSTS you’ll face as you take action toward that vision?
To create lasting change and motivation, your brain’s EMOTIONAL PERCEPTION of the
pleasure derived from the benefits of the vision you’re after MUST outweigh the pain
incurred from the costs of working toward that future. This is a simple neurobiological
fact. Your brain will steer you TOWARD pleasure and away from pain, so we need to
ensure that you are clear on whether or not the benefits of starting your new healthy
changes outweigh the costs of implementation…
Based on the journaling you just completed, do the benefits of your Ideal Future
Visualization outweigh the costs of implementation? Yes, no, maybe? Write your answer
below and write WHY the benefits either DO (or DO NOT) outweigh the costs…

I.e. YES! The benefits of losing 45lbs over the next 90 days DO outweigh the COSTS of
making these new changes. I know that by making these healthy changes I will finally be
proud of the fact that I AM IN CONTROL of my body. That I will feel tremendously more
energetic and present at work and at home. That I will be able to wear my jeans
comfortably which will make me feel strong. I know that with the weight off, I’ll be much
more energetic and confident, which will help me earn more money for me and my family.
I will be building MASSIVE momentum to continue toward my ultimate transformation, so
that I can be a role model and leader for my wife and kids.
For me, these benefits OUTWEIGH the costs of not eating sugar, spending a few hours
each week preparing healthy dinners ahead of time, waking up 30 minutes earlier each
day to exercise, and following through with reading & engaging with this coaching.

================

EXAMPLE OVER

================

It’s your turn now. Answer honestly. Do the benefits of your
vision outweigh the costs of implementation? If so, WHY? If
not, WHY? Journal below to gain clarity on this key step:

Please take the time to complete the journal exercises on the previous page to lay down
a framework for your CLARITY of the “costs vs benefits.” The details you wrote above
are necessary for your logical brain to have a good understanding of what will be required
of you – in terms of time, energy, habits, and other investments, to be successful when
we begin taking massive action toward your vision.
If you skipped this journal exercise, I urge you to go back and complete them now.
Remember: building motivation is experiential. It requires the application of the
journaling and visualization exercises we’ll be completing. We cannot create a more
motivated mindset by simply “reading” through a manual.
I’ve completed this exercise!

YES!

NO.

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR COST VS BENEFIT RESULTS
From what you discovered in the journaling exercise you just completed, there is NO
“right answer” to whether or not the BENEFITS of your vision outweigh the COSTS; there
is only your answer.
Truthfully, sometimes this COST-CLARITY exercise we just completed leads us to the
profound conclusion that the benefits of the vision we thought we really wanted aren’t
truly motivating enough to outweigh the costs we’ll incur from working toward that
change. And that’s totally OK.
The important thing to understand is that our brains will never achieve true, lasting
motivation to move toward a future goal if we know that the costs of implementing these
new, healthy changes outweigh the benefits that we’ll receive.
Now, if you are firmly certain that the BENEFITS of your goal vision DO massively
outweigh the costs, then you can skip to this section’s summary.
If you discovered that the BENEFITS of your goal vision DO NOT outweigh the costs of
implementing new healthy changes we’ve painted so far, then we have a few options,
which we’ll now explore on the next page:

If you concluded that the BENEFITS outweigh the costs, skip to
the “Section Summary” on the next page. If you concluded that
the BENEFITS don’t outweigh the COSTS, here are our options:
1) Make the benefits even more powerful and compelling.
2) Decide that the change is not worth pursuing after all.
For the rest of this section, we are going to assume that we still WANT the benefits to
outweigh the costs for us. So, we are going to DIVE DEEP to find more compelling
benefits that will motivate you on a deep enough level to outweigh the costs of
implementation and make healthy changes.
Step #1: Review the benefits you’ll receive in life by making healthy changes. You wrote
about these in your “Ideal Future Visualization” journaling exercise. You should have 5-10
benefits in many different areas of your life.
Step #2: Next to each benefit, ask yourself WHY this particular benefit is important to
you. The answer to this question will reveal the PRIMARY MOTIVATION for each benefit.
Step #3: Now, we’ll dig deeper. Ask yourself WHY AGAIN. The answer to this question will
receive your SECONDARY MOTIVATION for each benefit.
Step #4: Now, we’ll dig deeper once more by ask yourself WHY A THIRD TIME. The
answer to this question will receive your TERTIARY MOTIVATION for each benefit.
For example, one of your benefits of “starting a new healthy diet” may be as follows:
“By eating healthier, I’ll be a better mother and example to my children…”
WHY is that important (1° BENEFIT)… My kids will grow up right and thrive later in life.
WHY is ‘making sure they grow up right’ important (2°)… I will know I did my job well.
WHY is “doing your job well” important (3°)… I will feel inner peace, satisfaction, &love.
Again, this is JUST an example. You must do this process for yourself to INTENSIFY the
benefits and get to the core of what really motivates you.
What will happen to your family, finances, and life mission if you don’t get clear,
focused, and healthy? Use the journal space I created for you on the next page to
complete this “WHY-DEEPENING” exercise to intensify your benefits.

MAJOR BENEFIT #1: _____________________________________________________________________
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU?

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR SECONDARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR TERTIARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

MAJOR BENEFIT #2: _____________________________________________________________________
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU?

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR SECONDARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR TERTIARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

MAJOR BENEFIT #3: _____________________________________________________________________
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU?

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR SECONDARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR TERTIARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

MAJOR BENEFIT #4: _____________________________________________________________________
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO YOU?

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR SECONDARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

ASK WHY AGAIN… WRITE YOUR TERTIARY WHY ANSWER BELOW…

REPEAT THIS PROCESS FOR AS MANY MAJOR BENEFITS AS YOU HAVE. AT THE END OF
THIS PROCESS, YOU CAN ASK YOURSELF AGAIN: “DO THE BENEFITS NOW OUTWEIGH
THE COSTS?” MOST TIMES, THIS WHY-DEEPENING EXERCISE LEADS TO A “YES.”

CHAPTER SUMMARY:
• There are 3 components that make up “True Motivation:” Vision, Clarity, &
Confidence. After we develop our vision using the “Ideal Future” visualization
exercises, we must gain CLARITY on the COSTS vs BENEFITS of pursuing that vision.
• To achieve True Motivation, the BENEFITS we’ll receive from making the positive
changes moving towards our ideal future must OUTWEIGH the COSTS we’ll face as
we’re implementing these new changes.
• Doing a very clear “Cost vs. Benefit” analysis is necessary to gain CLARITY.
• If the BENEFITS do massively outweigh the COSTS, we can proceed to the final step
of creating True Motivation: finding and strengthening our CONFIDENCE.
• If the BENEFITS do not outweigh the COSTS of implementing our new habits, we
must either: 1) decide that the change is not worth pursuing, or… 2) use a WHYDEEPENING exercise to strengthen the benefits so they outweigh our costs.
• Asking “WHY is this actually important to me?” will help you identify the DEEPER
meaning of why you want to make healthy changes (that go beyond the obvious,
direct benefits).

STEP #3: CULTIVATING CONFIDENCE

THE FINAL STEP TO DEVELOPING TRUE MOTIVATION IS TO UNCOVER
THE CONFIDENCE THAT YOU NEED TO SUCCEED.
Now that we have a VISION of our goal and
the CLARITY on what will be required of us
to get there, it’s time to develop the final
piece of “True Motivation:”
CONFIDENCE in our ability to win.
It’s fairly self-evident that confidence is an
essential element for “feeling motivated.”
If we feel we can’t win, it’s very difficult for
us to feel motivated to even try in the first
place. Conversely, when we are confident
that we can succeed, we are much more
motivated to try.
Because of how important confidence is
for developing motivation, we are going to
take some time in this section to look at
several ways that we can intentionally
increase our self-confidence, which will
ultimately help us feel motivated to succeed.

There are 3 steps to True Motivation:
Vision, Clarity, Confidence
Now that we’ve developed our vision and
clarity, we must go through a process of
gaining CONFIDENCE in our ability to
follow through and succeed.

Specifically, we are going to cover 4 practical ways that increase our confidence.

STEP #1: REMEMBER TIMES YOU’VE SUCCEEDED IN THE PAST
Psychology research shows that our feeling of CONFIDENCE is largely a by-product of our
feelings of CONTROL over any given situation.
If we feel that we are (mostly) in control of a situation, we’re confident in our ability to
produce a specific outcome. In turn, our greater level of confidence provides us with the
motivation to try/engage in activities, which (in turn) gives us the opportunity to develop
greater experience and skill. As we become more skilled, our sense of control over our
lives increases, which then increases our confidence. This loop repeats itself.

Think of an area of your life where you feel very confident in your ability to produce a
successful outcome. Does this “control-confidence-skill-confidence” pattern hold true in
that area of life for you? Do you feel confident because you have a pattern and track
record of success? Do you feel a heightened level of self-control because of your
experience?
Researchers call this phenomenon the
“Confidence-Competence” loop. I wanted to
share this cycle with you, because we can use it to
our advantage when starting new endeavors like
getting healthier.
I want you to think of an area of your life where
you are already very confident (or feel that you
have expertise).
How did you become confident in that domain?
Was it through regular practice? Making mistakes?
Trying before you had the skills figured out?
I want to challenge you to realize that this new situation you’re embarking on of living
healthier is incredibly similar to the process you went through to develop skills and
confidence in other areas of your life.
The process of gaining confidence in any area of life has certain “meta” (overarching)
skills that you must develop.
For example, let’s say you’re very confident
in your ability to build comprehensive
presentations for your work. What are the
big picture skills that make your
presentation building skills possible?
• Organization. Punctuality. Ability to
research. Ability to learn new skills.
Here’s the Truth: Those very same “metaskills” are exactly what you need right now
to be successful and confident in this new
area of improving your health.

Take a minute to journal below. List some situations and
experiences in your past where you are already very
confident in your abilities.

What are the “meta-skills” that make you confident and
successful in those specific domains?

How do those very same meta-skills apply to your new
endeavor of living healthier?

STEP #2: PREPARE YOUR WAY TO CONFIDENCE
As we’ve just discussed, we know that our feeling of confidence in any area of life is
largely a by-product of our feeling of CONTROL over that specific situation.
Our feelings of control can come from our successful track record of past experiences
where we’ve been able to produce consistent positive outcomes (success). That’s
specifically why we just spent some time relating our past successful experiences directly
to our new endeavor of living healthier.
But how else can we enhance our perceived level of CONTROL in new life situations that
we don’t already have a successful track record in?
The answer is simple: PREPARATION.
In every new endeavor, we can
reasonably predict the necessary
resources and skills we’ll need to acquire
ahead of time to be more successful.
By identifying and preparing these
necessary elements ahead of time, we can
easily gain a greater level of control,
confidence, and motivation in our new
situation.
In the CLAIRTY journaling exercises we
completed in the earlier sections, you had
the opportunity to gain clarity on a list of
some of the “implementation costs” of
starting your new, healthier lifestyle.
We can use our journaling on “implementation costs” to create a resource list of things
you’ll need to prepare to help you feel more confident in this new domain.
For example, let’s say our goal is to lose 35lbs in the next 60 days using Fit Mother 30X.
We know that this vision of a healthier future is essential for us so that we can stay
healthy for our families, perform better at work, and feel happier about the way we look
and feel. For us, the benefits of this transformation vastly outweigh the costs of change.

Specifically, we also know the costs of implementing our new healthier lifestyle are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Setting aside 3 hours per week to exercise.
Shopping for new healthy groceries.
Not eating bad junk food snacks at night.
Getting to bed 1 hour earlier.
Drinking more water.

Here’s the key trick: We can transform each of these costs of implementation into a
Preparation Action Step that will help us increase our confidence in our ability to succeed.
We can transform “I will have to set aside 3 hours per week to exercise…”
Into… “I will get to schedule 3x weekly workouts on my calendar.”
We can transform “I will have to shop for new, healthy groceries…”
Into… “I will get to prepare a new, healthy grocery list based on the FM30X Meal Plan.”
We can transform “I will have to stop eating bad junk food snacks at night…”
Into… “I will get to identify some healthier substitute snacks that I’ll buy and eat whenever
I have some late night cravings.”
We can transform, “I will have to drink more water throughout the day…”
Into… “I will get to purchase a 32oz water bottle to drink and refill 3 times each day.”
I hope you are noticing the subtle power in transforming “costs” into simple Preparation
Action Steps that will enhance your feelings of control over this area of living healthier.
Remember: confidence is largely a byproduct of our feeling of control. By preparing, we
can increase our feeling of control over any situation in life, which will (in turn) lead to a
more confident, motivated, and successful mindset.
On the next page, I’m going to give you the opportunity to do a bit of journaling on the
costs of implementation that you’ll face as you begin your new routine of living
healthier. You’ll rewrite those implementation costs and transform them into simple
Preparation Action Steps that will help you feel more confident.

In the space provided below, write your main “Costs of
Implementation” that you’ll face as you begin this new,
healthier lifestyle. You’ll then transform each cost into a
simple Preparation Action Step that you can immediately
take to enhance your confidence and success.
COST #1:
WHAT IS YOUR PREPARATION ACTION STEP?

COST #2:
WHAT IS YOUR PREPARATION ACTION STEP?

COST #3:
WHAT IS YOUR PREPARATION ACTION STEP?

COST #4:
WHAT IS YOUR PREPARATION ACTION STEP?

COST #5:
WHAT IS YOUR PREPARATION ACTION STEP?

STEP #3: VISUALIZE SUCCESS,
TAKE INVENTORY OF YOUR
SMALL WINS, AND AFFIRM
YOURSELF DAILY.
Another effective way for developing
confidence is to use daily affirmations and
visualizations that help condition your brain
for success.
In the FM30X Success Tracker, which you now
have as a part of this program, I’ve created a
system you can use to journal your daily
“wins” throughout your program and set
affirmations for yourself on how you want to
think and feel.
Remember: our brains are survival-oriented
mechanisms that respond to the direction we
give it (i.e. setting a positive intention each day
for how we want to live). You can set an
intention for how you want to operate each
day that will create healthy guard rails to help
guide your behavior.
Your FM30X Success Tracker will empower you to take note of your daily wins and
create powerful affirmations for yourself that will increase your confidence &
motivation.

STEP #4: TAKE ACTION WITH A BEGINNER’S MINDSET.
The final and most important step to develop confidence is to simply start taking forward
action. We need to start building forward momentum toward your vision, no matter how
small, in order to build real confidence, because there is nothing more motivating to our
brains than the feeling that we’re moving forward.
Action itself is not enough, however. To ensure that the actions we’re taking support the
development of our confidence, it’s important to approach our action with what I call a
“Beginner’s Mindset.”

To understand the “Beginner’s Mindset,”
think back to how a 5-year-old child
approaches learning something new.
The child’s “Beginner’s Mindset” has an
openness and eagerness to learn.
The Beginner’s Mindset possesses a pure
curiosity about the process of learning.
The Beginner’s Mindset is comfortable
with making mistakes & not being perfect.
The Beginner’s Mindset expects challenges
that will lead to personal growth.
The Beginner’s Mindset does not tie one’s
self-worth to the outcome of results as
we’re starting a new endeavor. The
Beginner’s Mindset prizes small,
incremental progress and improvement.
As you begin taking action on this FM30X
Program, I urge you to approach this new chapter of your life with a “Beginner’s
Mindset,” because this program is completely new to you. The habits and systems you’ll
be implementing are new. So, I urge you to enjoy the journey of learning and expanding
as you begin taking action on all the FM30X habits. Approach the new challenges with
curiosity and openness, and you will be shocked at how quickly you gain confidence and
success throughout this process.

CHAPTER SUMMARY:
• Confidence is a necessary element to create “True Motivation.” We must believe in
our ability to win in order to feel motivated.
• Confidence is largely a by-product of our feeling of control over a situation. By
increasing our sense of control, we can increase our confidence.

• We can think back to past successful experiences, prepare to succeed, use daily
affirmations, and take action with a “Beginner’s Mindset” to help train our brains to
be more confident.

PART #1: SUMMARY

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR EXCELLENT WORK AS WE’VE
DISSECTED THE ELEMENTS THAT HELP US FEEL MOTIVATED.
I want to applaud you for your great work so far, as you’ve completed the first part of this
Motivation & Discipline Bible. If you went through the exercises as I suggested, then you
have developed the framework for a healthier, happier, and more motivated mind.
Remember: when it comes to improving your health, you have a proven battle plan in
FM30X that has worked for literally THOUSANDS of people before you. This “inner work”
that you’re learning about in this guide is only going to enhance your results even further.
Also remember that you also have the FM30X Success Tracker companion guide that I
designed to help you consistently implement all these motivation principles into daily
rituals that will keep you engaged and successful. Make sure you download and use that
resource. It’s in your member’s area where you found this guide.
In this next part of the guide (Part #2), we are going to shift our focus to The Art &
Science of Discipline, which is your ability to “stay the course” as you’re in the program,
while resisting short-term temptations along the way.
You’re going to learn about the neurochemistry behind discipline, the impact of “decision
fatigue” on your ability to resist temptations, and how you can setup your life and living
environment for more discipline and success.
Excited? Flip to the next section and let’s dive on in.

PART 2:

THE ART & SCIENCE OF DISCIPLINE
“The more disciplined you become, the easier life gets.” – Steve Pavlina

The Psychology & Science of Discipline
Important definitions to set the stage for our discussion
To begin our discussion on the topic
of discipline, I think it’s useful that
we define the term itself.
We’ve all heard people say…
“I really wish I was more disciplined!”
If we really break down the
implications of that statement,
here’s what most people are saying:
1) I wish I was more consistent with
the healthy things/habits that I say I
want to do or accomplish.

WHY WE NEED MORE DISCIPLINE:
Motivation is what gets you going.
Discipline is what keeps you going.

2) I wish I had more structure in my
routines that I could follow.
3) I wish I had more strength to resist temptation when things come up that could
potentially steer me off the path of my goals.
Put more plainly, when most people say they want more discipline, what they really want
are better HABITS and more WILLPOWER.
Key Point: Discipline is a state that we achieve when we have consistent habits and
strong amounts of willpower.
In this section, we are going to deep-dive into the topics of Willpower & Habit Formation,
which are the two main pillars that create discipline. By learning to strengthen your
willpower (and learning how to avoid situations that drain your willpower), you will be
able to remain more disciplined. By learning the science of how to form rock-solid habits,
you will be able to remain more disciplined as well.
Let’s get started by looking at the science of willpower.

THE SCIENCE OF WILLPOWER

…and WHY relying on it to live healthier has been failing you.
I want you to imagine a large pool of crisp, blue water. That pool represents your daily
willpower reservoir.
New breakthroughs in psychology & neuroscience have shown that our human brains are
hardwired to have a certain amount of “willpower reserve” that we’re able to “pull from”
each day to handle the hundreds of decisions we must make.
From the minute we wake up in the morning, you
and I begin tapping into our willpower reservoirs.
Buzzzz. The alarm already!?
Can’t I just hit snooze for 5 more minutes…?
Do I really need to make the bed this morning?
I mean, it looks fine, right…?
Should I order that blueberry muffin at Starbucks?
No! Don’t you dare touch that sugary crap!

Hundreds of tiny decisions drain your
willpower – many of these happen before
you even leave the house in the morning!

Every single instance we postpone immediate gratification (or make a decision that
requires self-control), we are draining a little bit from our willpower reservoirs.
When the reservoir dries up for the day, we’re out of willpower. And, as a result, we start
making impulsive decisions that are not necessarily in line with our long-term goals. We
eat those cookies when we should be sticking to our diets. We waste time watching TV
when we should be working on our hobbies and passions.
Now, when you begin to analyze your own daily routines, I think you’ll quickly realize that
you are faced with hundreds of these willpower challenges throughout your day.
Most of us have NO IDEA these seemingly small decisions – from choosing not to yell at
the guy who cut us off on the highway to being patient with an incompetent coworker –
are actually impacting our future ability to complete our scheduled workout before
dinner and resist eating cookies later that evening.
Think back to your own past experience right now…

Have you ever eaten junk food late at night after a stressful day at work?
Have you ever yelled at your significant other for something trivial, after a long commute
home from work in heavy traffic?
I know I have. See, a large part of why you and I don’t always act in accordance with our
highest goals and standards comes from the fact that our daily willpower reserves are
bone dry by the end of our days.
Now, here’s the deeper problem: for us modern humans, living in the twenty first
century equates to being exposed to constant stressors and incessant willpower battles.
We’re bombarded by ads for things we want to buy…but probably shouldn’t.
We’re challenged with willpower
draining tasks at work and home.
Our willpower is often stretched so thin
that most of us live day-by-day in a state
of near willpower exhaustion.
Yet, we still want to make healthy
changes in life. We want to trim fat off
our bellies. We want to eat healthier. We
want to exercise, save money, travel,
and spend more time with our loved
ones.

We have a limited amount of willpower
that we can use each day. As our
willpower reserves get depleted through
resisting temptation and dealing with
stressful situations, we’re much more
likely to slip up on our healthy habits.

But, we may not be seeing fast results in
those areas, because we haven’t been
CONSISTENT with the healthy behaviors that actually produce those results.

And we’re left feeling stuck, frustrated, and guilty that we’re not living the well-rounded
lives we always dreamed of living.
If you’ve ever felt like this, I have a very important message for you:
It’s time to break free from the willpower matrix.

To succeed with any endeavor – including our health and fitness – we need to build
ROCK-SOLID habits that protect against our limited willpower reserves.
That’s why we’re going to spend the very first section of Part #2: The Art & Science of
Discipline examining how we can create HEALTHY HABIT ROUTINES that do not rely
exclusively on willpower for our success.
Key Point: Willpower is unreliable, drainable, and limited. That’s why we need some
better strategy around habit creation to buffer against willpower’s finite nature.
I call the process of maintaining motivation (and avoiding the reliance on brute
willpower) “Paving Your Willpower Path.” Let’s examine how to do that right now.

PAVING YOUR WILLPOWER PATH
To build sustainable health habits
without relying on willpower, we need
to be strategic about 2 Key Areas:
1) The ENVIRONMENT we live in.
2) The HIGHEST LEVERAGE choices we
make that impact our entire week.
As I alluded to above, the process of
managing these two key areas is called
“Paving Your Willpower Path.”
Paving the habit path is all about:

“PAVING THE PATH”
This is the art of strategically setting up
our environments so that it’s as easy as
possible to stick to our desired habits and
routines (i.e. doing meal prep, laying out
workout clothes ahead of time, etc).

• Setting up aspects of your
environment to make sticking to
your new health habits as easy
as possible. I’m actually referring
to your PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT (kitchen, bedroom, computer, etc).

• Making smart, high-leverage decisions ahead of time that will save you from
making willpower-draining decisions later in the week.

To begin exploring this concept of “Paving the Path” in relation to
our goals of living healthier, we need to start by asking ourselves
one very important question:
If CONSISTENT healthy eating & exercise are the keys to losing weight and living
healthier, what actions can I take ahead of time to make my habits easier to stick to?
For example, if you are adopting the habit to “exercise on Monday, Wed, & Friday in the
morning before work for the next 30-days in order to lose 15 pounds…”
Which actions could you take to make this habit easier to stick to?
Let’s use this example to examine some proven “habit path-paving” techniques.

PATH PAVING TECHNIQUES TO STICK TO WORKOUTS:
If you are exercising in the morning, try arranging your workout gear (shoes, socks, shirt,
shorts) at the foot of your bed the night before your morning exercise routine.
What’s the benefit of this path paving strategy for exercise?
Every habit we potentially want to establish has
built-in “habit decision points,” which are the small
decisions we must make in order to successfully
execute our habit.
For our proposed exercise habit of performing our
FM30X R8X workout in the morning, some of the
habit-decision points are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Deciding what time to get up to workout.
Picking out our workout clothes.
Deciding where we’re going to workout.
Deciding what we’ll eat for breakfast afterward.

All of these seemingly microscopic decisions need to
be answered before we can complete our morning
exercise, and if we fail to have simple (and ideally
automatic) answers to these questions, we begin to
create what I like to call “habit friction.”

The simple act of setting your
workout clothes out the night
before your next morning
workout helps pave the path
for smooth habit success by
removing decision points.

Habit Friction is the resistance we have to
completing our new desired habit. Too much
habit friction makes it very likely we’ll fall off
track with our habit long-term.
These small habit decision points that create
friction often seem insignificant.
Does deciding which clothes to wear for
your morning workout really impact your
ability to stick to your new exercise habit…?
Does not having a pre-set morning breakfast
really impact your likelihood to eat cookies
later in the day?
The simple answer: YES. It does.
As you’re waking up groggy at 5am to start a new workout, when you’re used to sleeping
in until 6am – any extra resistance makes your habit much more difficult to stick to.
As you fail to set up specific meals that you’ll follow, you open yourself up to willpower
battles around your food choices that will drain your willpower reserves – creating added
resistance and habit friction that will derail your discipline long-term.
Thankfully, we have a simple solution to deal with habit friction. We can strategically
remove friction generating decision points ahead of time – thereby “paving the path”
for your habit success.
Here are some ways to “pave the path” using our morning workout example above:
• We can arrange our workout clothing the night before your next workout, at the
foot of your bed, to destroy the decision point of having to pick clothes at 5am.
• Better yet, we can set out our clothes ahead of time, set our 5am wake-up time
with an alarm, decide ahead of time WHERE we are going to exercise (backyard),
and lay out the dumbbells/kettlebells so little setup is required.
These small strategic “path paving” changes that we can make to our environment
ultimately make our habits SO MUCH EASIER to execute. Now, let’s look at the second
benefit of paving your habit path: Setting up your environment with strong “Habit
Triggers.”

SETUP YOUR ENVIRONMENT WITH STRONG HABIT TRIGGERS
The second benefit of the path-paving habit strategies we discussed in our morning
workout example (laying out workout clothes ahead of time) is that the simple act of
laying out workout clothing not only removes a habit decision point (reduces habit
friction), but also actually establishes a visual habit trigger to initiate your habit.
Have you ever used a post-it note to
remind yourself to do something?
Setting up your environment with
strategic Habit Triggers is a very
similar concept.
Habit Triggers – like “post-it notes” (or
reminders that pop up on your phone)
help propel your habit into action by
creating some sort of cue, trigger, or
reminder that starts your habit routine.
The best Habit Triggers are typically
visual reminders like post-it notes,
phone reminders, and physical objects
(like workout clothes lying on the floor).
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The massive benefit of strategically creating
Habit Triggers in your environment is that you’ll be more
likely to begin your new habit without needing to rely on
massive amounts of willpower to get yourself moving.

JOURNALING EXERCISE:

ture,

Which VISUAL reminders can you use in your daily routine to
make it much easier for you to stick to healthy eating and
exercise? Pick a few visual cues you’ll use moving forward:

If you skipped this journal exercise where you brainstormed some visual Habit Triggers
that you’ll begin implementing, I urge you to go back and complete it now.
Remember: creating more discipline requires action. It requires the application of the
journaling and planning exercises we’ll be completing. We cannot create a more
disciplined life by simply “reading” through a manual without implementing the steps.
I’ve completed this exercise!

YES!

NO.

Awesome. Now that we’ve developed some Habit Triggers, let’s dive into a little bit of
“habit anatomy” to explain how and why Habit Triggers are SO IMPORTANT for
eliminating the need for iron willpower to succeed with our goals.
Every habit (routine we want to build in our life) can actually be dissected down into
3 interrelated components…
I like to call these components the 3-R’s of Habit Formation - your habit:
1) Reminder
2) Routine
3) Reward*
First, all habits begin with a Habit Trigger that
initiates your habit routine.
As I mentioned earlier, Habit Reminders/Triggers
are often physical things (like the post-it note I
wrote myself above on the previous page).
But sometimes, habit reminders/triggers are
more subtle, non-physical.
To illustrate this point, let’s look at a bad habit
example (smoking) to see how habit triggers work
in relation to the other two habit components
(routine & reward).

THE GOLDEN
HABIT LOOP

How The Habit of Smoking
Actually “Works:”
Visual/physical trigger: seeing co-workers
smoking outside.
Non-physical trigger: your boss throws a
last minute deadline at you and you being
to feel stressed. The feeling of stress is the
trigger in this instance.
Remember, Habit Reminders/Triggers may come in many forms – for both good habits
you’re trying to build (like the eating/exercise habits you’re building on FM30X) AND bad
habits you may be trying to break. It’s important to know that habit triggers are always
present – regardless of whether you’re building a new good habit or breaking a bad habit.
Now, when building good habits, it’s essential to establish strong triggers to initiate our
habits and minimize our reliance on willpower to kick-start our habits.
And when it comes to breaking bad habits, we must become conscious of the triggers in
our life that initiate our bad habit loops. When we become aware of our triggers, we can
begin to deconstruct and break bad habits.
Key Point: Habit Reminders/Triggers are the first step of any HABIT LOOP.
And after every habit reminder/trigger comes the
HABIT ROUTINE itself will follow.
The routine is the obvious behavior that constitutes
what we typically call “the habit.”
For you on Fit Mother 30X, your habit routine may be
performing the strength training and kettlebell
workout. Or, your habit routine may be preparing your
FM30X Meal Plan recipes. The big point is that most
people make the mistake of thinking this active routine
part of the habit loop, is the habit itself.

REMEMBER: the routine is only one component of the 3-part habit loop.
The “Routine” must be TRIGGERED first by a Habit Reminder.
Finally, the habit loop concludes with a REWARD that comes after the routine. A habit
reward is something that feels good, tastes good, or removes some sort of pain, which
always reinforces the BENEFIT of the habit itself.
For smokers, the act of smoking a cigarette provides stress relief, social acceptance,
and/or relief from boredom. The reward closes the 3-part habit loop, making the
particular behavior of smoking highly addictive (outside of nicotine’s intrinsically
addictive properties).
For us people who are exercising to get
healthy, the act of working out creates
endogenous rewards (endorphins/other
“happy neurotransmitters”) that reinforce
the good habit routine of working out.
To be even more strategic, we can build in
EXTERNAL REWARDS into our habit loops,
like enjoying a delicious Fit Mother
Smoothie recipe after our workout session.
On that note, let’s apply this habit loop
concept to the healthy eating you’ll be
starting on FM30X.

The endorphins and feeling of
accomplishment we get after exercise
serves as a natural reward to help
complete our successful “Habit Loop.”

HOW TO CREATE HABIT LOOPS TO MAKE YOUR HEALTHY
EATING MUCH MORE DISCIPLINED & EASY:
To finish our discussion about “Paving The Habit Path,” let’s look at one final example:
“How to make healthy eating AUTOMATIC – without willpower…”
Now, if you want to REMOVE WILLPOWER from the habit of following The FM30X Meal
Plan, you could “Pave The Habit Path” by:
• buying your favorite proteins, carbs, & veggies on Sunday
• cooking them in bulk for the week
• storing them visibly in the refrigerator (which creates a visual reminder to eat
healthy)

Better yet, if you REALLY wanted to remove all
the willpower decision sticking points, you
could even pre-arrange containers of your
vegetables, and keep them in the refrigerator.
That way, the food is prepared ahead of
time—removing the habit decision point of
even packing the food. PLUS — the
Tupperware creates a visual cue for you every
time you open the ‘fridge - gently reminding
you to eat these healthy meals.
See how all of these concepts are coming
together nicely?
When you’ve effectively paved the path for
your healthy eating habit, all you have to do is
grab the container on your way out the door.

Starting a regimented meal preparation
ritual like I will teach you throughout
FM30X is one surefire way to stay very
disciplined with your eating habits.

Open, eat, and enjoy.
I hope you see how simple, yet, powerful this can be if you are strategic about your
habits. The more you pave the path and remove willpower from the equation, the more
you succeed.
So, on the next page, we’re going to conclude this worksheet with a little exercise that
will help you brainstorm your current WILLPOWER decision points that are making it
difficult for you to stick to eating healthy and exercise.
Then we’ll build 3-5 ways we can “Pave The Path” in your current routine to both remove
obstacles and establish cues to trigger your good habits.
Flip the page, and let’s finish this up!

JOURNAL EXERCISE:
LET’S PAVE YOUR HABIT PATH FOR HEALTHY EATING
When it comes to your new goal of eating healthier, what are the 3-5 willpower-zapping
“decision points” you have consistently faced in the past (i.e. having to find a healthy
lunch because you don’t pre-pack food… having to buy take-out dinners because you
didn’t meal prep for the week).
List your most common willpower-zapping “decision points” you face with eating:

Here are the ways I will make my habit of eating healthy easier for myself:

JOURNAL EXERCISE:
LET’S PAVE YOUR HABIT PATH FOR EXERCISING CONSISTENTLY
When it comes to your new goal of exercising more effectively and consistently, what are
the 3-5 willpower-zapping “decision points” you have consistently faced in the past (i.e.
not having a set workout routine so you have to “make it up” at the gym… not having a
set workout time so you have to try and “fit it in” whenever you can).
List your most common willpower-zapping “decision points” you face with exercise:

Here are the ways I will make my habit of exercising easier for myself:

CHAPTER SUMMARY:
• Discipline is a byproduct of maintaining willpower and building habits that enable
you to stay consistent with your goal, healthy behaviors – without relying on brute
force discipline.
• Willpower is a finite resource that gets depleted throughout the day as we make
decisions and deal with stressful situations. When our willpower reserves become
depleted, we become much more likely to fall into temptation and make bad
decisions that don’t align with our goals.
• Building habits is one of the most surefire ways to ensure that we don’t need to
rely on willpower.
• Habits are really a loop consisting of 3 interrelated parts: 1) a habit trigger
2) a habit routine 3) a habit reward.
• To build strong habits, we must intentionally create strong habit triggers, routines,
and rewards.
• We must also “pave the path” for our habit’s success - by removing
friction/resistance points that potentially derail our habit success.

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF DISCIPLINE

Why small neurochemicals inside your brain can literally dictate
your ability to stay consistent with your habits.
Now that we’ve discussed some of
the more “tactical” elements of
discipline (such as building habits),
I want to take a minute to share with
you some of the very important
background on the neurochemistry of
discipline and how your brain’s
balance of dopamine dramatically
affects how disciplined you feel.
You may be familiar with the concept
that your brain uses small chemicals
called “neurotransmitters” to
communicate across neurons, which
ultimately enables our brains to think,
act, remember, and even stay
motivated.

Neurotransmitters are the chemical signals our
brains use to communicate and function.
Dopamine is one main neurotransmitter that
plays a massive role in our feelings of
motivation and ability to stay disciplined.

There are dozens of different
neurotransmitters that our brains
use to function. Some of the most
common neurotransmitters that our
brains use most commonly are:
•
•
•
•
•

Dopamine
Serotonin
Norepinephrine
Oxytocin
Endorphins.

Dopamine is the main neurotransmitter we’re going to focus on understanding, because
having adequate dopamine levels in our brains is essential for our feelings of motivation
and discipline.

HOW DOPAMINE WORKS TO KEEP OUR BRAINS MOTIVATED
When we set and pursue goals,
specific brain regions secrete
dopamine, which binds to key
receptors in areas of our brain that
enhance our motivation and focus.
To achieve optimal levels of
discipline and focus, our brains
need healthy levels of dopamine.
Our brains produce dopamine from
a healthy diet that’s rich in the
amino acid L-tyrosine.

This is an illustration of dopamine being released
from the end of one neuron to act on dopamine
receptors on its neighboring neuron.

Unhealthy diets and the use of drugs impact the amount of dopamine that our brains
produce. Typically, most drugs cause our brains to secrete MASSIVE amounts of
dopamine while the drug is active in our systems. Once the “high” or “buzz” wears off,
our brains are left in a dopamine-depleted state where your brain will have a much
harder time resisting temptation and staying consistent with your habits and goals.

Addictive substances (food, alcohol, drugs) become so by causing our brains to massively
increase dopamine levels TEMPORARILY. When these drugs/substances wear off, our brains
are left in a dopamine-depleted state that makes us more impulsive and less disciplined. To
“feel normal again,” our brains require more dopamine, so we experience cravings for the
next hit/fix. This cycle is essential to understand as it relates to motivation and discipline.

This is one reason why chronic alcoholics or drug users have a very hard time getting (and
staying) motivated to improve their lives; Their brains are massively deficient in dopamine.
Now, most of us have variable
levels in dopamine based on our
genetics, habits, and current level
of stress (which also depletes
dopamine). For example, people
who suffer from Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) have
lower levels of dopamine activity in
their brains.
As a result of having low levels of
dopamine, people who suffer from
ADHD can’t seem to focus on tasks
for a long time.
This pattern is very similar to what
happens when we feel that we lack
the discipline to stick to our goals.
Both instances are directly related
to lower levels of dopamine in the
brain that we need to fix.

This is a brain scan showing comparative
dopamine activity in the brain of a normal
individual vs the brain of an individual with
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD). The inability for people with
ADHD to focus on tasks and goals is
directly related to their brains having
lower levels of dopamine. Individuals with
ADHD are regularly prescribed medications
that increase dopamine levels in the brain
(Adderall and other amphetamines).

Key Point: When dopamine levels are low in key brain regions that control motivation,
discipline, and focus, it becomes incredibly difficult for our brains to keep us on task.
We must actively avoid negative influences that deplete our dopamine levels long-term.
We must actively pursue positive influences that enhance healthy dopamine levels.

On the next page, we’re going to cover some negative influences that have been proven
by research to deplete our brains’ dopamine levels. We’re also going to cover a list of
some positive influences that help support healthy dopamine levels.
I’m also going to give you the opportunity to journal about some areas of your life where
you suspect you are depleting your dopamine levels, and we’ll also come up with some
practical solutions to help increase your brain’s dopamine through healthier influences.

NEGATIVE BRAIN INFLUNECES
These deplete dopamine levels making it
harder for your brain to feel disciplined

POSITIVE BRAIN INFLUENCES
These activities boost healthy dopamine
levels making it easier to feel motivated

Consistent lack of sleep
Consistent lack of exercise
Consistent high levels of stress
Unhealthy stressful relationships
Diet high in sugar & unhealthy fats
Masturbation and porn use*
Heavy social media use**
Heavy TV watching
Drugs and alcohol

Consistent 7+ hours of sleep
Consistent exercise (3x/week or more)
Diet high in dopamine-boosting foods
Healthy outlets for stress
Healthy sex life without regular porn use
Infrequent social media use
Infrequent TV watching
Alcohol in moderation (<4 drinks/week)
No consistent drug use

*https://www.addictionhope.com/blog/effects-porn-brain/
** https://www.ama.org/publications/MarketingNews/Pages/feeding-theaddiction.aspx

JOURNALING EXERCISE:

Based on this list above, which NEGATIVE brain influences are in your life right
now that you believe may be depleting your dopamine levels?

JOURNALING EXERCISE:

Based on this list above, which POSITIVE brain influences are in your life right
now (or do you want to do more of) to help support healthy dopamine levels?

CONGRATUATIONS! YOU MADE IT.
YOU’VE OFFICIALLY COMPLETED THIS GUIDE ON MOTIVATION & DISCIPLINE. I
APPLAUD YOUR EFFORTS IN GOING THROUGH THIS MATERIAL.
Congratulations! You’ve officially read through the Motivation & Discipline Bible!
I hope you found the information, exercises, and tools in this guide valuable.
Remember: we will be implementing all of this information throughout FM30X and your
FM30X Habit Success Tracker. Make sure to download that in your member’s area.
If you did not get the chance to complete the journaling exercises in this guide, I do highly
recommend you go back and do them. It’s the simple truth that information without
application won’t change your life.
None of this very effective information will actually enhance your motivation and
discipline unless you take the time to go through the implementation exercises I laid out
for you.
Also remember: this guide is something that you can come back to and reference.
The process of building your motivation and discipline is something that you will
continuously work on. There is no overnight “quick fix” for being instantly motivated and
disciplined; however, the time-tested principles in this guide will give you a massive
head start on your goals.
Thank you for going through this training.
I deeply respect your commitment to your personal growth and development,
-Dr. Anthony Balduzzi
Founder, The Fit Mother Project
Creator, Fit Mother 30X Program Series
Author, The Motivation & Discipline Bible

